
 

 

The chat discussion reproduced herein took place between the participants to the above 
noted webinar. It is being reproduced here for convenience purpose only and at the request 
of those who participated. For privacy reasons, we are only using the initials of those having 
participated in the chat (except for comments posted by panelists).   

Gowling WLG has not vetted this exchanges. It does not necessarily approve, endorse or 
agree with the comments, opinion or information found herein. The chat herein does not 
constitute advice, legal or otherwise, and should only be used as general information. 
Readers should not rely on information found herein but should seek professional advice 
tailored to their specific needs and circumstances. The exchanges herein does not create a 
solicitor/client relationship of any kind.   

CondoAdviser.ca 

Chat Discussion at the CondoVirus Webinar 

Episode 10 “Reopening CondoLand” (May 20, 2020) 

Katherine Gow: Welcome everyone 

J.S.: Howdy! 

Katherine Gow: Especially since the weather is so nice! 

G.: Happy humpday everyone! 

L.P.L.: hello all 

J.S.: Dallas. Nice/ 

K.: Looking forward to tonights webinar. 

S.R.: JR was shot again!! 

D.R.W.: no issues 

Katherine Gow: Sure feels like it Herbie 

E.: no issues 

E.B.: I had no problems registering. 

S.C.: No problem registering here! 

D.: No problem registering 

L.P.L.: no problem registering here. 

Y. Ddow: Hello from Collingwood again  

Katherine Gow: I love Garfunkle 
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B.: Denise, can you share the two page virtual meeting by-law you spoke of 
last week? 

Denise Lash: Bylaw information being presented tonight 

S.C.: Brilliant intros Rod! 

G.: intros was top notch!!! 

J.M.: Love the intros Rod! 

A.F.: Romper Room NEVER called my name! 

L.P.L.: Jason, what are your thoughts on ring doorbell security systems ?  I know 
this is not on this week agenda.  I really would appreciate your opinion.  
Thanks. 

G.W.: Can we now allow owners to hire contractors to work in their unit? 

N.M.: Griete that’s my question too 

D.P.: Nope - keep up the webinars.  Great entertainment 

B.A.: Every week for now, please 

D.W.: Keep it going until June 30 at least 

B.: keep going until the emergency orders have been lifted 

M.M.: weekly for now 

S.C.: You and the team are epic - these sessions have been a lifesaver for me! 

N.M.: theme for panel Rollin in the deep 

D.T.: Given government regulations continue to change, it is great… especially 
when we are dealing with opening our areas… pools, amenities, etc 

M.R.: things are changing so quickly that weekly gatherings are almost  

User: I agree to keep going until things stabilize.  Important  to share our 
experiences of re-opening. 

B.: ratings week on Condo Advisor 

D.: Eventually would like monthly dealing with common issues - maybe split 
between apartment style and townhouse style 
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J.V.H.: You went back to the agenda slide… 

N.E.: what about FCU maintenance inside the suites, when can we schedule 
that? 

B.A.: does anyone else has audio issues ? 

J.M.: yes 

E.B.: I am having audio issues too. 

G.W.: We just had our windows washed today. 

D. Plotkin: We will have a section on in-suite renovations 

L.P.: our window cleaners started yesterday 

J.V.H.: Every now and then he distorts or drops out. 

Katherine Gow: No audio issues here 

K.: Our windows were washed yesterday. 

J.: my whole building was cleaned last week 

R. Escayola: I've shut his image. Sound should be better 

DC: No Audio issues for me 

I.H.: What about outdoor pools which can be accessed without using any indoor 
facilities? 

R. Escayola: Can you hear him? 

L.P.: audio better now 

Katherine Gow: I can yes 

D.R.W.: yes.. just a little choppy 

J.M.: yes can hear now 

K.: crystal clear 

T.: yes, we can hear him 

K.S.: yes can hear 
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L.: i still have “echo” audio 

T.: the lag is gone now 

B.A.: mine still sucks, might be a Toronto thing � 

M.J.: It's the cleaning and disinfecting protocols for condo gyms that is 
unreasonable.  Managing schedules for gym users and cleaners is too 
much at this time. 

K.: you may several programs open, try closing some. 

Katherine Gow: Why discuss sports teams?  We anticipate that restrictions for 
condominiums will follow similar restrictions/protocols. 

A.F.: What about community bbq area 

K.S.: Pools closed for swimming... sitting on the deck, outdoors? 

M.J.: Why do I feel like singing? 

A.T.: when will last weeks slides be posted?? 

J.: Before you look decided to look at opening, - look at the risk assessment 
and factor involved 

D.: Problem with outdoor seating around pool is the control of distancing - 
disinfecting the tables or washrooms - who will take care of that? 

H.: Jason had mentioned uploading those forms and charts - have they been? 
And if so where? 

D.T.: Can you in future say how many people responded? Numbers don’t mean 
much without the total… 

G.: this owner is in the 60-70% 

F.: This owner is also in the 60-70% 

J.S.: Garage cleaning? 

D.: planting flowers now allowed by landscaper? 

D.R.: All our directors are owners 

B.: flower planting permitted now 
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M.J.: Garage cleaning requires too many people to use the elevator to move 
cars.  I would wait. 

G.W.: Our garage cleaning has been done. 

S.S.: Is that true about flower planting?  We have an issue about watering the 
existing plants 

K.: our garage was washed yesterday. 

P.F.: where did residents park their vehicles? 

K.: most gym users refuse to wipe down the equipment 

G.W.: in a commercial lot across the street (free) 

L.P.L.: saw that!   scary! 

K.: 60% of residents moved to the street, the cleaners went around all other 
vehicles. 

P.F.: thank you Kevin 

P.F.: plexiglass between treadmills, who will keep that clean and at what 
cost??? 

M.D.: still need to sanitize plexiglass after each use 

Katherine Gow: Ahhh Paulette -- the answer is yet to come 

J.B.: party rooms, meeting rooms and library? 

M.J.: These plexiglass panels should be put into elevators to allow slightly more 
passengers. 

E.: TENNIS COURTS and GARDEN PLOTS? 

E.B.: Our library rarely has more than one or two people in the room and they 
are more than six feet apart.   

G.: lounge  has soft surfaces...and more than 5 people gather hard to keep 
clean 

G.W.: I was in a bookstore today.  No cleaning of surfaces between customers. 

J.: sorry hit the wrong button 
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D.R.: Griete, if you are vulnerable in any way, don't go back there. 

L.L.: What about courtyards and gardens? 

P.F.: I believe that with the government restrictions starting to lift, it's giving 
people a false sense that everything is ok 

D. Plotkin: Condos also have a much more restricted workforce and resources to 
ensure continued cleaning of the amenities as compared to public pools, 
gyms, etc 

P.F.: What about exterior water features [ponds/fountains]? 

D.T.: Again, please provide the total number of respondents in your charts… big 
difference between 5 respondents and 100 respondents 

USER: Can we leave it to residents to sanitize the BBQ area before and 
after their use? 

E.B.: The city parks are open.  Why can't we use our greenspace in a condo - 
it's the same thing.  And people with houses are allowed to use their 
backyard. 

S.B.: But can we use an open patio?  Just not closed off areas? 

R. Escayola: What IS pickle ball? 

Katherine Gow: Thanks Herbie! 

R. Escayola: Anyone? 

G. Macpherson: Herbie solved it! 

H.: But Ontario said still only open within family - not for everyone to start pick 
up games 

G.K.: pickle ball is a variation on tennis... smaller court... more suitable for 
seniors.  

User: people playing singles will be sharing a ball 

M.J.: Pickle ball a cross between tennis, badminton and table tennis. 

P.F.: BBQ's-we can't trust residents to clean the space before or after their use 

R. Escayola: Who is garbled mostly? I'll turn off their video 
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D.T.: We have a small patio fenced in…. access by the indoor pool is closed but 
access by fence is available but we took away all the chairs, residents must 
bring their own chairs or blankets 

S.B.: we have an open patio with chairs.  Can we use it 

D.S.: Garbling - not anyone specific Rod.  Its only on occasion. 

D.: That was my thought - if residents brought their own chairs/blankets to the 
green space is that possible? 

D.: I turned my modem off and on. Seemed to solve the garbling. 

M.D.: I had ISP come. I needed newer modem and lines. now no issues. no 
charge. it was Bell. 

G.: We cannot assume any resident will clean up after use, so tit is use at own 
risk.  hence possible liability.. 

D.T.: that is why we removed all the chairs…. they must bring their own or sit on 
the grass… for the patio/garden 

Katherine Gow: all maintenance and repair tasks are permissible (in particular on common 
elements).  It will be critically important that you ensure that contractors 
can effect physical distancing, health and safety considerations 
(scheduling).   

D.S.: Graeme, please check your email.  I sent a form about contractors coming 
into units - is this form allowed. 

J. M.: so any single/individual activity is allowed, including gardening and 
watering gardens and flower pots 

D. Plotkin: "use at own risk" signage or waivers does not absolve the corporation of 
its liability 

M.J.: Is it the new cost or is it a reasonable cost? 

J.: Today had a board meeting and discussed opening amenities, etc. and 
provided them with a cost factor for either an additional 8 hr or 12 hr. 
cleaning and of course price dictates that the answer is "NO" opening, and 
we can't trust residents to do their due diligence and clean up after 
themselves - so it helps to use common sense and the risk assessment 
involved. 

D.T.: Do we now have to hold a virtual meeting if called upon by the owners 
(15% request of owners)? 
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S.: Dino Yes. You are still required to meet the requirements of the Act for 
responding to a requisitioned meeting. With the restrictions on gatherings, 
this would need to be done virtually. 

G.: Will people who do not use these amenities accept these extra costs?   

D.T.: thanks… Sean… 

L.L.: It’d be great to have a roadmap for preparing amenities to be covid-ready. 
Do we all have to figure this out individually? 

J.: It also helps to have a board that is pro-active and provide them with al 
information re covid-19  

E.B.: Gina, a lot of people don't use the pool in my condo - but they have to pay 
for the maintenance and upkeep, plus the day to day costs of the pool 
whether they like it or not.  They agreed to accept the costs when they 
purchased a unit in the building. 

G. Macpherson: Hi Gina, ultimately, owners must pay their common expenses, even if they 
don't use the amenities that lead to these costs. For example, owners on 
the first floor still have to contribute towards elevator costs. 

J.B.: yes 

E.B.: Is that 2/3 of the owners present at a meeting or 2/3 of all unit owners? 

G.: Thanks Graeme.  we have a lot of seniors in our bldg. and they won't like 
that. 

Katherine Gow: OOOOO handy tool! 

P.: Concern in longer term would be impact on  fees & impact on market value 
of multi-residential housing versus single & semidetached homes 

D.T.: Great tool! thanks... 

E.B.: Limtiting the hours is IMPORTANT.  People are home a lot now, and for 
some they are working from home.  Those doing renovations should 
remember that the noise from renovations will bother others, even more 
so at the moment.  Personally, no renovations (other then for emergencies) 
should not be done at the moment. 

J.V.H.: Is that 5 contractors max per Unit, of for all Units under renovation? 

D.T.: Ah…. something interesting…. waiver and indemnity agreement…. wished 
i knew that two days ago… now an update to my weekly bulletin 
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Katherine Gow: In suite renovations: 1. letter to owner (context of concerns) 2. right of the 
corporation to limit or stop 3. conditions 3. waiver and indemnity (to protect 
the corporation) 4. inform everyone (to limit complaints) 

CP: What if the owner is doing the work themselves? 

Katherine Gow: Contractor screening (daily) for all contractors (corporation invitees) and 
as a condition of in suite work (see conditions/restrictions previously noted) 

M.J.: Sign in logs are critical to tracing if someone is found to be tested positive. 

Katherine Gow: See the resources from the GOWLINGS page (previously shared) 

J. M.: l’ost connectivity for a minute.  lost all previous chats.  anyone else have 
this issue. 

L.P.: Joanne I’m ok 

R.D.B.: Yes I had to sign back in. 

K.: no, all is well in the chat 

Katherine Gow: Why no template?  your electronic bylaw has to take into consideration the 
existing governing documents of your corporation (yes, you need to ask 
YOUR solicitor) 

D.T.: how many condo corporations have done virtual meetings? i know one was 
reported last week but have there been others? what are the lessons 
learned? were they AGMs or Special Meetings? 

P.O.: Do you have an off-the-shelf by-law that can be massaged for each condo? 

Katherine Gow: You're best to connect with your solicitor (frankly it takes them longer to 
rework something written by someone else). 

D. Plotkin: ^ this is true 

Katherine Gow: It's why the solicitors have put together "talking points" things that should 
be considered in your bylaw (the most effective/efficient way for you all to 
obtain a suitable bylaw for your community). 

L.L.: Are all of these requirements in the by-law template created by Lash et al? 

Katherine Gow: Don't forget, slides are available from the website (no need to take notes, 
nor read the chat!) 
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D.T.: Can the panel do a survey on those Boards who have done virtual 
meetings? also what were the pitfalls and the platforms used 

User: what about realtors and common amenities 

B.: Can annual fire inspection proceed.  TFD would have ot go into suites. 

G.K.: we have many senior residents without computers. we are concerned that 
a virtual meeting would not be open to their attendance.  how much of an 
issue should we consider this to be? 

P.F.: You could consider a hybrid meeting. 

D.: The owners who don't own a computer can still access the AGM by 
telephone 

J.B.: Can someone describe how a hybrid meeting would work? 

S.C.: Same position as Garry Klassen 

E.B.: But how does someone vote on the telephone (while keeping the vote 
secret) or ask a question? 

P.F.: From what I understand, participants on the phone cannot partake in the 
voting process. 

R. Escayola: Also by phone.  Most platform allow owner to participate by phone 

E.B.: So being on the phone is useless! 

D.: Proxy or maybe the voting service takes telephone votes? 

P.F.: Or the owner could vote in advance by submitting their proxy. 

Denise Lash: no telephone voting 

M.R.: have a look at the zoom website for webinars, the phone works well for 
voiting 

J. M: who takes /receives votes?  the President of elections? 

Katherine Gow: TARION has suspended deadlines (performance audit) though the 
Condominium Act has not...if you have a performance audit, submit a 
"blank one" for Act compliance, and then update when TARION deadlines 
"restart". 
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J.B.: It’s not just voting…they need to be able to participate.  Perhaps next one 
webinar can address notion of Hybrid meeting? 

P.: Need an official moderator to run virtual meetings e.g. tech savvy Condo 
lawyer 

Katherine Gow: yes - a third party "host" is integral for a virtual meeting. 

A.F.:  if you provide PPE to staff and they refuse to wear it, how would you 
address this? 

J.B.: Should Boards require staff to wear masks? 

Y. Ddow: Where do we get masks ? . 

Katherine Gow: the Ontario website has a source/resource link (for PPE and santizer etc). 

M.F.: Brian, Annual Fire Inspections should go ahead as scheduled. Your 
service provider should have developed protocols to complete in suite 
inspections safely.   

D.T.: I want to know more about virtual meetings with owners… 

D.T.: lessons learned… 

P.F.: Awesome, thank you so much; you all did a great job!! :) 

N.M.: stay with COVID information 

L.L.: Thank you all. 

M.M.: did we taught about communal gardening? 

M.R.: Thank you panelists, well done. ,  

N.E.: more content for virtual meetings 

A.F.: another great webinar.  Thank you. 

Dave: If a staff member gets sick and it is found to have been contracted at work 
from an owner. Would the corporation as a whole  be held liable? should 
the corps make it mandatory to wear masks when in the common areas? 

D.T.: good question Dave… 

L.P.L.: Thanks , good info again. Stay safe! 
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D. T.: Thank you all 

E.B.: If a condo makes masks mandatory then it should be handing out masks 
too. 

N.E.: content and information to share with the owners/residents 

Y. D: Thanks from Collingwood  

D.: Thanks all 

J.: thanks again for a great session 

D.F.: Thanks everyone 

S.: We have a pushy realtor insisting to show the amenities.  The Boards say 
no...  Your thoughts? 

G.: Thank you all!!!  Always a a great webbie!  take care everyone - stay safe!!! 
Until next time..GN 

J.B.: Looking forward to next week!  Thanks. 

Dave: Thank you every one, informative talk. More from Justin! 

D.S.: Thank you everyone!!  Very informative and funny as usual.   

Katherine Gow: Closed amenities are closed amenities.  Might you have the pushy realtor 
do a community service to film (for corporation use) a virtual tour of 
amenities (for public posting on the corporation's website) - this might 
permanently solve this problem.  

C.S.: Thank you for another informational meeting. 

G.K.: Love your sessions. Great learning experience.   

MTCC ###: Thank you all for your valuable insight.  Cheers 

M.: Thanks, everyone!  Enjoy the spring-like weather that seems to be here! 

user: sorry to miss next week.  My 48 wedding anniversary cocktails 
dinner. Thanks for these webinars 

Melissa: Thanks so much! 

P.F.: Happy Anniversary!! 
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Katherine Gow: Cheers!  A reasonable excuse for missing our "meeting".  Happy 
anniversary! 

Pat: Thanks all, very helpful once again 

K.S.: Good, helpful... thanks! 

A.: Thank You! 

D.: Thank you panelist.  Again quite informative. 

V.K.: Thanks Rod and the panelists. See you next week 

N.E.: Thank you very much  

E.: Thank you!! 

P.A.: Lol, funny and informative, thanks everyone! 

CP: Thank you 

D.P.: Two thumbs up 

L: thanks and such great info 


